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An explicit construction of non-tempered cusp forms on
O(1, 8n + 1)
Yingkun Li, Hiro-aki Narita and Ameya Pitale
Abstract
We explicitly construct cusp forms on the orthogonal group of signature (1, 8n+1) for an
arbitrary natural number n as liftings from Maass cusp forms of level one. In our previous
works [28] and [21] the fundamental tool to show the automorphy of the lifting was the
converse theorem by Maass. In this paper, we use the Fourier expansion of the theta lifts by
Borcherds [4] instead.
We also study cuspidal representations generated by such cusp forms and show that they
are irreducible and that all of their non-archimedean local components are non-tempered
while the archimedean component is tempered, if the Maass cusp forms are Hecke eigenforms.
The standard L-functions of the cusp forms are proved to be products of symmetric square
L-functions of the Hecke-eigen Maass cusp forms with shifted Riemann zeta functions.
1 Introduction
A unique feature of automorphic forms or representations of reductive groups of higher rank (or
of larger matrix size) is the existence of non-tempered cusp forms or cuspidal representations,
namely cuspidal representations which have a non-tempered local component. Due to such exis-
tence the Ramanujan conjecture for GL(2) can not be generalized to a general reductive group
in a straightforward manner. In fact, according to the generalized Ramanujan conjecture for
quasi-split reductive groups, such generalization would be possible if we impose the “genericity”
on cuspidal representations, namely they are assumed to admit Whittaker models. It seems
that the existence of non-tempered cuspidal representations has often been an obstruction to
establish a general result of automorphic representations. Hence it is of fundamental importance
to study non-tempered cusp forms or cuspidal representations in detail.
A well-known expected method for the construction of non-tempered cusp forms or repre-
sentations is a lifting from a smaller group, e.g. a lifting from GL(2). As related works in the
case of holomorphic automorphic forms, we cite Kurokawa [17], Oda [25], Rallis-Schiffman [31],
Sugano [35], Ikeda [12], [13], Yamana [36] and Kim-Yamauchi [15] et al. We are interested in
such liftings for the case of non-holomorphic real analytic automorphic forms. We already have
[28] and [21] for the groups of low rank or of small matrix size. In this paper, for a general n, we
provide an explicit lifting construction of non-tempered cusp forms or cuspidal representations
on the orthogonal group O(1, 8n + 1) over Q with non-holomorphic real analytic automorphic
forms viewed as Maass cusp forms on real hyperbolic spaces of dimension 8n + 1.
Let (Z8n, S) be an even unimodular lattice defined by a positive definite matrix S of degree
8n. We realize the orthogonal group O(1, 8n+1) by the non-degenerate symmetric matrix Q =
1
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
 1−S
1

. Let f be a Maass cusp form of level one with Fourier coefficients {c(n) : n ∈ Z}.
We introduce a function Ff on the real Lie group O(1, 8n + 1)(R) or the real hyperbolic space
of dimension 8n + 1 by a Fourier expansion whose Fourier coefficients are explicitly written in
terms of those of f as follows : for λ ∈ Z8n set
A(λ) := |λ|S
∑
d|dλ
c
(
−|λ|
2
S
d2
)
d4n−2, (1.1)
where dλ denotes the greatest common divisor of the non-zero entries of λ and |λ|S =
√
qS(λ)
with qS the quadratic form associated to S. Let ΓS be an arithmetic subgroup of O(1, 8n+1)(R)
defined by the maximal lattice (Z8n+2, Q).
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.1) The function Ff is a cusp form on O(1, 8n+1)(R) with respect
to ΓS. If f is non-zero, so is Ff .
In our previous works ([28] and [21]), we used the converse theorem due to Maass ([19]) to
obtain automorphy of the lift. A basic limitation of the Maass converse theorem is that it
provides automorphy only with respect to a discrete subgroup generated by translations and
one inversion. For the case of n > 1, it seems difficult to determine the generators of ΓS. Hence,
the Maass converse theorem method, though applicable, does not give automorphy with respect
to all of ΓS .
To avoid this difficulty we apply a theta lift from the Maass form f , which yields an au-
tomorphic form Φ(ν, f) (for the notation see 3.2) on O(1, 8n + 1)(R) with respect to ΓS . We
get the automorphy of Ff by explicitly computing the Fourier coefficients of Φ(ν, f) using the
calculation of Borcherds [4, Theorem 7.1], and showing that they are exactly the same as A(λ)
defined above, i.e., Ff is equal to the theta lift.
We next show that Ff is a non-tempered cusp form, or Ff generates a cuspidal representation
of O(1, 8n + 1)(A) which has a non-tempered local component. For this, it is useful to obtain
an adelic reformulation of the lift Ff as a function on O(1, 8n + 1)(A). Our result is stated as
follows:
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.4) Let πFf be the cuspidal representation generated by Ff and sup-
pose that f is a Hecke eigenform with the Hecke eigenvalue λp for each finite prime p.
(1) The representation πFf is irreducible and thus has the decomposition into the restricted ten-
sor product ⊗′v≤∞πv of irreducible admissible representations πv of O(1, 8n + 1)(Qv).
(2) For v = p <∞, πp is the spherical constituent of the unramified principal series representa-
tion of O(1, 8n + 1)(Qp) with the Satake parameter
diag



λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


2
, p4n−1, · · · , p, 1, 1, p−1, · · · , p−(4n−1),

λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


−2 .
(3) For every finite prime p <∞, πp is non-tempered while π∞ is tempered.
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For the first assertion of this theorem we remark that, if f is a Hecke eigenform, so is
Ff (cf. Theorem 4.11). By [23, Theorem 3.1] we then see that Ff generates an irreducible
cuspidal representation of O(1, 8n + 1)(A) after showing the irreducibility of the archimedean
representation which Ff generates. As a consequence of this theorem we have the result on the
standard L-function of πFf or Ff .
Corollary 1.3 (Corollary 5.6) For any prime p the local p-factor Lp(πFf ,St, s) of the stan-
dard L-function for πFf (or Ff) is written as
Lp(πFf ,St, s) = ζp(s)(1− (λ2p − 2)p−s + p−2s)−1
8n−2∏
j=0
ζp(s+ j − (4n − 1))
= Lp(sym
2(f), s)
8n−2∏
j=0
ζp(s + j − (4n − 1)),
where ζp denotes the p-factor of the Riemann zeta function and Lp(sym
2(f), s) is the p-factor
of the symmetric square L-function for f .
What is crucial to obtain the results above is Sugano’s non-archimedean local theory of the
“Whittaker functions” on orthogonal groups (cf. [35, Section 7]), which is now known as “special
Bessel models” (cf. [24], [8]). We verify that Sugano’s local theory is applicable to the Fourier
coefficients of the adelic cusp form for Ff . We furthermore verify that they also satisfy the local
Maass relation (cf. (4.1), (4.2)), which leads to a nice reduction of the calculation of the Hecke
eigenvalues of Ff . Indeed, we see in a general setting that the space of the non-archimedean
local Whittaker functions satisfying the local Maass relation admits a simple Hecke module
structure (cf. Proposition 4.6). As an application of this we obtain a simple explicit formula for
the Hecke eigenvalues of Ff (cf. Theorem 4.11 (2)), from which we deduce Theorem 1.2 (2) (or
Theorem 5.4, 2).
We discuss our results in terms of further problems. Sugano’s local theory just mentioned
is useful even if we replace an even umimodular lattice by a general maximal lattice. One
remaining problem is to find an appropriate definition of the Fourier coefficients in such a
general setting. The results could be generalized further if we discover a general definition of
the Fourier coefficients which matches the general local theory by Sugano. The method by
the result [4, Theorem 7.1] of Borcherds would be a strong tool to find such an appropriate
definition. In view of the close connection of our lift with the theta lift, we may remark that
our results would be understood totally in a representation theoretic manner, e.g. some detailed
study on the Weil representation (Howe correspondence or the theta correspondence). In fact, as
we have remarked, the cuspidal representation that Ff generates admits a special Bessel model
at non-archimedean places and this fact is compatible with the characterization of the theta
lifts by Piatetskii-Shapiro and Soudry [27] in terms of the special Bessel model. In addition,
we recall that the lifts in [21] correspond to some residual automorphic forms on GL(4) via
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. Then a natural question is “what are the automorphic
forms or reprsentations (maybe non-cuspidal) on the split orthogonal group corresponding to
our lifts via the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence?”. Now it seems that this problem has been
becoming more accessible than before due to the recent advancement of the Arthur trace formula
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[2] (see also [3]). Finally we however remark that we provide the explicit construction of Ff so
that it is accessible to those without knowledge of the representation theory, e.g. those studying
automorphic forms in the classical setting. In fact, though there is a well-known approach to
show the non-vanishing of theta lifts by Rallis inner product formula (cf. [30], [9]), the non-
vanishing of our lift Ff is proved by the representability of every positive integer in the even
unimodular lattice E8 and some elementary argument of the L-function of f , the latter of which
is also used in [21, Section 4]. We hope that such accessibility leads to a broader development
of studies on automorphic forms.
Let us explain the outline of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce basic notations of algebraic
groups and Lie algebras, and automorphic forms necessary for later argument. In Section 3 we
introduce an automorphic form Ff by a lifting from a Maass cusp form f of level one. We first
define it as an automorphic form on O(1, 8n + 1)(R). We prove that Ff (on O(1, 8n + 1)(R))
is a theta lift from f , which implies the left ΓS-invariance of Ff . We next adelize Ff . We then
verify that Ff is a cusp form and show the non-vanishing of Ff . In Section 4 we develop the
Hecke theory for Ff and derive the simple expression for Hecke eigenvalues of Ff , and in Section
5 we study the cuspidal representation πFf generated by Ff in detail. We determine all of its
local component explicitly. That enables us to discuss its non-temperedness at finite places and
have the explicit formula for the standard L-function of Ff or πFf . As we have remarked, we
need Sugano’s local theory [35, Section 7] to study the cuspidal representations and the standard
L-functions for our lifts. In the appendix we have similar results on cuspidal representations and
the standard L-functions for the lifting by Oda [25] and Rallis-Schiffman [31], to which Sugano’s
local theory was originally applied. As is expected, such cuspidal representations are proved to
be non-tempered at finite places.
2 Basic notations
2.1 Algebraic groups
For N ∈ N, let S ∈MN (Q) be a positive definite symmetric matrix and put Q :=

 1−S
1

.
We then define a Q-algebraic group G by the group
G(Q) := {g ∈MN+2(Q) | tgQg = Q}
of Q-rational points. We introduce another Q-algebraic group H by the group
H(Q) := {h ∈MN (Q) | thSh = S}
of Q-rational points. Let qS , resp. qQ, denote the quadratic form on QN , resp. QN+2, associated
to S, resp. Q, i.e.
qS(v) =
1
2
tvSv, qQ(w) =
1
2
twQw
for v ∈ QN and w ∈ QN+2. ThenH, resp. G, is the orthogonal group associated to this quadratic
form. For every place v ≤ ∞ of Q we put Gv := G(Qv) and Hv := H(Qv).
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In addition, we introduce the standard proper Q-parabolic subgroup P with the Levi de-
composition P = NL, where the Q-subgroups N and L are defined by
N (Q) :=

n(x) =

1 txS 12 txSx1N x
1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ x ∈ QN

 ,
L(Q) :=



α δ
α−1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ α ∈ Q×, δ ∈ H(Q)

 .
Let J = Z2 be the hyperbolic plane, L be a maximal lattice with respect to S, and put
L0 :=



xy
z

 ∈ QN+2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x, z ∈ Z, y ∈ L

 = L⊕ J,
which is a maximal lattice with respect to Q. Here see [34, Chapter II, Section 6.1] for the
definition of maximal lattices. Through the bilinear form induced by the quadratic form qS, the
dual lattice L♯ := HomZ(L,Z) is identified with a sublattice of QN containing L, and is maximal
with respect to S if and only if L is even unimodular. For each finite prime p <∞ we introduce
L0,p := L0 ⊗Z Zp and put
Kp := {g ∈ Gp | gL0,p = L0,p},
which forms a maximal open compact subgroup of Gp. On the other hand, let R :=

1 S
1


and put
K∞ := {g ∈ G∞ | tgRg = R},
which is a maximal compact subgroup of G∞. Let Kf :=
∏
p<∞Kp and K := Kf × K∞.
The groups Kf and K form maximal compact subgroups of G(Af ) and G(A) respectively. We
furthermore put U := Uf ×H∞ with Uf :=
∏
p<∞Up, where
Up := {h ∈ H(Qp) | hLp = Lp}
with Lp := L⊗Z Zp. We now set
ΓS := G(Q) ∩KfG∞ = {γ ∈ G(Q) | γL0 = L0}. (2.1)
and have the following result.
Lemma 2.1 (1) (Strong approximation theorem for G) The class number of G = O(Q) with
respect to G∞Kf is one. Namely G(A) = G(Q)G∞Kf
(2) The class number of H = O(S) with respect to U coincides with the number of ΓS-cusps.
Proof. For (1) see [34, Lemma 9.23 (i), Theorem 9.26], for which note that the base field is Q
in our case. As for the second assertion we can verify that the number of the cusps coincides
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with the class number of the Levi subgroup H, following the proof of [21, Lemma 2.3, 2]. More
specifically, in view of the strong approximation theorem, we have the bijection
P(Q)\G(Q)/ΓS ∋ P(Q)γΓS 7→ P(Q)γG∞Kf ∈ P(Q)\G(A)/G∞Kf ,
where γ ∈ G(Q). This yields the second assertion. In fact, by virtue of the Iwasawa decomposi-
tion G(A) = P(A)K, we have a bijection P(Q)\G(A)/KfG∞ ≃ H(Q)\H(A)/UfU∞.
Remark 2.2 The class number of H is also the number of equivalence classes of quadratic forms
in the same genus as S. Also, there is only one element in the genus of L when S is unimodular.
In that case, we see that a ΓS-cusp corresponds to a decomposition of L0 into the direct sum of
a hyperbolic plane and a negative definite unimodular lattice.
For the subsequent argument we remark that the real Lie group G∞ admits an Iwasawa decom-
position
G∞ = N∞A∞K∞,
where
N∞ :=
{
n(x) | x ∈ RN} , A∞ :=

ay :=

y 1N
y−1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ y ∈ R×+

 . (2.2)
From the Iwasawa decomposition we can identify the homogeneous space G∞/K∞ with the
(N + 1)-dimensional real hyperbolic space HN := {(x, y) | x ∈ RN , y ∈ R>0} by the natural
map
n(x)ay 7→ (x, y).
The cusp forms we are going to study are regarded as cusp forms on the real hyperbolic space.
2.2 Lie algebras
The Lie algebra g of G∞ is defined as
g = {X ∈MN+2(R) | tXQ+QX = 0N+2,N+2},
which coincides with 


a tyS 0x Y y
0 txS −a


∣∣∣∣∣∣
a ∈ R, x, y ∈ RN
Y ∈ o(S)

 ,
where o(S) denotes the Lie algebra of H(R).
Let θ be the Cartan involution of g defined by
g ∋ X → −RtXR−1 ∈ g.
We put
k := {X ∈ g | θ(X) = X}, p := {X ∈ g | θ(X) = −X}.
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Then a Cartan decomposition g = k ⊕ p is obtained. Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra
given by
a :=



t 0N,N
−t


∣∣∣∣∣∣ t ∈ R

 .
The algebra g has an Iwasawa decomposition
g = n⊕ a⊕ k,
where
n :=



 0 txS 00N 0N,N x
0 t0N 0


∣∣∣∣∣∣ x ∈ RN

 .
We next consider the root space decomposition of g with respect to a. Let H :=
(
1
0N,N
−1
)
and α be the linear form of a such that α(H) = 1. Then {±α} is the set of roots for (g, a). Let
{ei | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} be an orthonormal basis of the Euclidean space RN with respect to S. For ei
with 1 ≤ i ≤ N we put
E(i)α :=

 0 teiS 00N 0N,N ei
0 t0N 0

 , E(i)−α :=

0 t0N 0ei 0N,N 0N
0 teiS 0

 .
The set {E(i)α | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} (respectively {E(i)−α | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}) forms a basis of n (respectively a
basis of n¯ :=
{(
0 t0N 0
Sx 0N,N 0N
0 tx 0
)∣∣∣∣ x ∈ RN
}
). Let za(k) := {X ∈ k | [X,A] = 0 ∀A ∈ a}, which
coincides with 


 0 t0N 00N Y 0N
0 t0N 0


∣∣∣∣∣∣ Y ∈ so(S)

 .
Then za(k) ⊕ a is the eigen-space with the eigenvalue zero. We then see from the root space
decomposition of g with respect to a that g decomposes into
g = (za(k)⊕ a)⊕ n⊕ n¯.
We now introduce the differential operator Ω defined by the infinitesimal action of
Ω :=
1
2N
H2 − 1
2
H +
1
N
N∑
i=1
E(i)α
2
. (2.3)
This differential operator Ω coincides with the infinitesimal action of the Casimir element of g
(see [16, p.293]) on the space of right K-invariant smooth functions of G∞. To check this we
note [E
(i)
α , E
(¯i)
−α] = H for z ∈ H1 and E(i)α − E(i)−α ∈ k. In what follows, we call Ω the Casimir
operator.
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2.3 Automorphic forms
For λ ∈ C and a congruence subgroup Γ ⊂ SL2(R) we denote by S(Γ, λ) the space of Maass
cusp forms of weight 0 on the complex upper half plane h := {u +√−1v ∈ C | v > 0} whose
eigenvalue with respect to the hyperbolic Laplacian is −λ.
We continue with the same notations from the previous two sections. For r ∈ C we denote
by M(ΓS , r) the space of smooth functions F on G∞ satisfying the following conditions:
1. Ω · F = 1
2N
(
r2 − N
2
4
)
F , where Ω is the Casimir operator defined at (2.3),
2. for any (γ, g, k) ∈ ΓS ×G∞ ×K∞, we have F (γgk) = F (g),
3. F is of moderate growth.
As usual we can say F ∈ M(ΓS , r) is a cusp form if it vanishes at all the cusps of ΓS . We will
explain this in Section 3.3 with the help of the adelic language. Though we assume there that
L is even unimodular, the explanation works for any maximal lattice L.
Let Kα, with α ∈ C, denote the modified Bessel function (see [1, Section 4.12]), which
satisfies the differential equation
y2
d2Kα
dy2
+ y
dKα
dy
− (y2 + α2)Kα = 0.
With Kα we can describe the Fourier expansion of F as follows:
Proposition 2.3 Let L♯ be the dual lattice of L. An automorphic form F ∈ M(ΓS , r) admits
a Fourier expansion
F (n(x)ay) =
∑
λ∈L♯
Wλ(ay) exp(2π
√−1(tλSx)).
Here
Wλ(ay) =


Cλy
N/2Kr
(
4πy
√
qS(λ)
)
(λ 6= 0N ),
c1y
N/2−r + c2yN/2+r (λ = 0N , r 6= 0),
c1y
N/2 + c2y
N/2 log(y) (λ = 0N , r = 0),
where Cλ, c1 and c2 are constants.
Proof. The condition Ω · F = 1
2N
(r2 − N
2
4
)F implies that Wλ satisfies the same condition.
We note that Wλ is determined by its restriction to A. For simplicity of the notation we put
Wλ(y) :=Wλ(ay) and Wˆλ(y) := y
−N−1
2 Wλ(y).
We then verify that Wˆλ(y) satisfies the differential equation
∂2
∂y2
Wˆλ(y)−
(
(8π2)2qS(λ) +
r2 − 14
y2
)
Wˆλ(y) = 0.
When λ = 0N it is easy to show that we have
Wλ(y) =
{
c1y
N/2+r + c2y
N/2−r (λ = 0N , r 6= 0),
c1y
N/2 + c2y
N/2 log(y) (λ = 0N , r = 0).
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Now assume λ 6= 0N . Putting Y := 8πy
√
qS(λ), the differential equation above is rewritten as
(
∂2
∂Y 2
+ (−1
4
+
1
4 − r2
Y 2
))Wˆλ
(
Y
8π
√
qS(λ)
)
= 0.
This is precisely the differential equation for the Whittaker function (see [1, Section 4.3]). With
the Whittaker function W0,r parametrized by (0, r) we thereby have the moderate growth solu-
tion
Wˆλ(y) = CλW0,r
(
8πy
√
qS(λ)
)
.
with constants Cλ depending only on λ. We now note the relation (see [26, Section 13, 13.18
(iii)])
W0,r(2y) =
√
2y
π
Kr(y).
This means that F has the Fourier expansion as in the statement of the proposition.
3 An explicit lifting construction
Let us now assume that L is an even unimodular lattice. We can identify L with the quadratic
module (ZN , qS), where S is a positive definite symmetric matrix satisfying S−1ZN = ZN and
N = 8n for some n ∈ N. Then the dual lattice L♯ = S−1ZN is the same as L.
Let h denote the complex upper half plane and let
f(τ) =
∑
n 6=0
c(n)W
0,
√−1r
2
(4π|n|v) exp(2π√−1nu) ∈ S
(
SL2(Z);−r
2 + 1
4
)
be a Maass cusp form on h, where note that the Selberg conjecture means that r is a real number.
For λ ∈ Rn we put |λ|S :=
√
qS(λ). To consider the lifting for an even unimodular lattice L, we
define the Fourier coefficient A(λ) for a non-zero λ ∈ L♯ = L as in (1.1) by
A(λ) := |λ|S
∑
d|dλ
c
(
−|λ|
2
S
d2
)
d4n−2,
where dλ denotes the greatest common divisor of the non-zero entries of λ. The lifting from f
to Ff on G∞ is defined by
Ff (n(x)ay) =
∑
λ∈L♯\{0}
A(λ)y4nK√−1r(4π|λ|Sy) exp(2π
√−1tλSx).
The aim of this section is to prove the following result:
Theorem 3.1 The automorphic form Ff is a cusp form in M(ΓS ,
√−1r). Furthermore, if f
is non-zero, so is Ff .
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As mentioned in the introduction, we obtain the ΓS-invariance of Ff by recognizing it as a
theta lift from modular forms on h. For this, we need to calculate the Fourier expansion of the
theta lift explicitly using [4, Theorem 7.1] and check that it agrees with the Fourier expansion
of Ff . Recognizing Ff as a theta lift does not give us cuspidality or non-vanishing directly. The
former follows from reinterpreting Ff in the adelic setting, whereas the latter is a consequence
of representability of integers by the E8 lattice and properties of the L-function of f .
3.1 Real hyperbolic space as a Grassmanian manifold
For this section, we let (RN , qS) be any positive definite, real quadratic space, where qS denotes
a quadratic form defined by an arbitrary positive symmetric matrix S. To use the result of
Borcherds mentioned above we need an identification of the real hyperbolic space HN with
the Grassmanian D of positive oriented lines in the quadratic space VN := (RN+2, qQ), where
qQ(a, x, b) := ab − qS(x). Let BQ denote the bilinear form associated with qQ. For every
(x, y) ∈ HN , we have a vector
ν(x, y) :=
1√
2
t(y + y−1qS(x),−y−1x, y−1) ∈ VN (3.1)
satisfying BQ(ν(x, y), ν(x, y)) = 1. It generates the positive, oriented line R · ν(x, y), which is
an element in D. In fact, we see that D = {R · ν(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ HN}.
We now note that the quadratic space VN is isometric to R1,N+1, where Rp,q denotes the
real vector space Rp+q with the quadratic form
Qp,q(x1, x2, · · · , xp+q) := 1
2

 p∑
i=1
x2i −
q∑
j=1
x2p+j

 .
We slightly abuse the notation by using ν to represent the line generated by ν(x, y). Every line
ν ∈ D induces an isometry
ιν : VN → R · ν ⊕ (ν⊥, qS |ν⊥) ≃ R1,N+1
λ 7→ (ι+ν (λ), ι−ν (λ)),
where
ι+ν (λ) := BQ(λ, ν)ν, ι
−
ν (λ) := λ− ι+ν (λ) ∈ ν⊥
are the components of λ. Note that ι+γ·ν(γ · λ) = γ · ι+ν (λ) for any γ ∈ G(R) and λ ∈ VN .
3.2 Theta lift from f and its coincidence with Ff
We now resume the assumption that L is even unimodular, thus N = 8n for some n ∈ N. We
denote it also by (L, qS) and its direct sum with a hyperbolic plane by (L0, qQ) as in section 2.1.
Since L is even unimodular, so is L0. Let D be the Grassmannian associated to VN = L0 ⊗Z R.
To introduce the theta lift of a Maass cusp form f of level one, let Pn(x) := 2
−2n−3x4n a
polynomial on R. The operator exp(−∂2x/(8πv)) acts on Pn and produces a polynomial Pn,v
on R, which is closely related to the physicists’ Hermite polynomial by a change of variable.
Furthermore, we can consider Pn,v as a polynomial on R1,8n+1 after precomposing it with the
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surjection R1,8n+1 → R that sends (x1, ..., x8n+2) to x1. Now, we define the theta series ΘL0 on
h×D by the following absolutely convergent sum
ΘL0(τ, ν) :=
∑
λ∈L0
Pn,v(BQ(ιν(λ), ν)) exp(2π
√−1(qQ(ι+ν (λ))τ + qQ(ι−ν (λ)τ¯ )).
Comparing to [4, Section 4], it is easy to see that this is the theta kernel used by Borcherds
with a homogeneous polynomial of degrees (4n, 0). By its definition and the Poisson summation
formula, we know that v4n+1/2ΘL0(τ, ν) is a modular function in τ ∈ h with respect to SL2(Z)
for any ν ∈ D (see e.g. [4, Theorem 4.1]). Then the theta lift ΦL0(ν, f) of the Maass cusp form
f is defined as
ΦL0(ν, f) :=
∫
SL2(Z)\h
f(τ)ΘL0(τ, ν)v
4n+ 1
2 dµ(τ),
where dµ(τ) := v−2dudv. Since f is a cusp form, the integral above converges absolutely. On
the other hand, since
BQ(ιγ·ν(λ), γ · ν) = BQ(ι+γ·ν(λ), γ · ν) = BQ(ι+ν (γ−1λ), ν) = BQ(ιν(γ−1λ), ν)
for any λ ∈ V8n and γ ∈ G(R), we have ΘL0(τ, γ · ν) = ΘL0(τ, ν) for any γ ∈ ΓS and τ ∈ h. The
integral ΦL0(ν, f) is also left ΓS-invariant.
If we choose another unimodular lattice (L′, qS′), then L′0 := L
′ ⊕ J is isomorphic to L0
by the classification of indefinite unimodular lattices [33, Chapitre V, Section 2.2, Theorem 6].
Different choices of such decomposition correspond to different cusps of the hyperbolic space
HN (cf. Remark 2.2), each of which gives the coordinates to express the Fourier expansion. To
do this, we follow [4, Theorem 7.1] and choose the isotropic vectors
l := t(1, 0, 0), lˇ := t(0, 0, 1)
in L0. We then have
lν := ι
+
ν (l) =
1√
2y
ν, lν⊥ := l − lν , BQ(lν , lν) = −BQ(lν⊥ , lν⊥) =
1
2y2
,
µ = −lˇ+ 1
2BQ(lν , lν)
lν +
1
2BQ(lν⊥ , lν⊥)
lν⊥ = −lˇ + y2(2lν − l),
and
Pn(BQ(ιν(λ), ν)) = 2
−2n−3BQ(λ, ν)4n = 2−3y4nBQ(λ, lν)4n.
We furthermore note that the orthogonal complement of lν⊥ in ν
⊥ is L⊗ R, which means
BQ(λ, µ) = 2y
2BQ(λ, lν) =
√
2yBQ(λ, ν) =
tλSx
for any λ ∈ L⊗R ⊂ V8n. With the input datum above, we can apply [4, Theorem 7.1] to write
out the Fourier expansion of Φ(ν, f). In the notation loc. cit., we have M = L0 = L
♯
0 = M
′,
K ′ = L♯ = L = K, λw+ = 0, λw− = λ,
zv+ = lν , |zv+ | =
√
z2
v+
=
√
2qQ(lν), pw,h+,h−
{
y4n/8, (h+, h−) = (4n, 0),
0, otherwise.
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Therefore, the term involving ΦK(w, pw,h,h, FK) vanishes identically and (−∆)jpw,h+,h− is iden-
tically zero for j ≥ 1. Since L is unimodular, the term ∑δ∈M ′/M,δ|L=λ e(n(δ, z′)) in the third
line of Borcherds’ Theorem 7.1 becomes the factor 1. Furthermore, the coefficient cδ,λ2/2(y)
is c(−qS(λ))W0,√−1r/2(4πqS(λ)v)v4n+1/2, which is the Fourier coefficient of v4n+1/2f(τ). The
extra term of v4n+1/2 comes from the way Borcherds normalized his input (which has an extra
factor of vm
++b+/2). With these in hand and that c(0) = 0, Theorem 7.1 of [4] simplifies to
ΦL0(ν(x, y), f) =
y4n+1
4
∑
λ∈L♯\{0}
c(−|λ|2S)
∑
m≥1
m4n exp(2π
√−1mtλSx)
∫ ∞
0
W0,
√−1r/2(4π|λ|2Sv)e−
πm2y2
v
−2πv|λ|2Sv−2dv
= y4n
∑
λ∈L♯\{0}
c(−|λ|2S)
∑
m≥1
mn/2−1 exp(2π
√−1mtλSx)|λ|SK√−1r(4πm|λ|Sy)
= y4n
∑
λ∈L♯\{0}
A(λ)K√−1r(4π|λ|Sy) exp(2π
√−1tλSx),
where A(λ) is defined in (1.1). Here, for the second equation, we have made the change of
variable v 7→ 1/v and used the following integral identity∫ ∞
0
exp(−pt− a/(2t))W0,√−1r/2(a/t)dt = 2
√
a/pK√−1r(2
√
ap)
(cf. [7, 4.22 (22)]) with a = 4π|λ|2S and p = πm2y2. We now immediately see that Ff coincides
with ΦL0(ν, f), which is left ΓS-invariant.
3.3 Adelic formulation of the lifting and the proof of Theorem 3.1
We reformulate the lifting Ff in the adelic setting to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
For this purpose we introduce the special orthogonal group SO(S) := H ∩ SLN over Q,
where SLN denotes the Q-algebraic group defined by the special linear group of degree N . It is
easy to verify that the cosets H(Q)\H(A)/UfU∞ have representatives in SO(S)(A).
We shall recall that the cosets SO(S)(Q)\SO(S)(A)/(SO(S)(A)∩UfU∞) are in bijection with
the equivalence classes of the quadratic forms of the same genus with S (cf. [34, ChapterII, Sec-
tion 9.25]). To describe this bijection we recall that each h ∈ SO(S)(A) has a decomposition
h = au−1 with (a, u) ∈ SLN (Q) × (
∏
p<∞ SLN (Zp) × SLN (R)) by the strong approximation
theorem of SLN . Then Sh :=
taSa = tuSu is in the same genus with S. The bijection above is
induced by the mapping
h 7→ Sh.
Furthermore we remark that, if h ∈ H(A) \ SO(S)(A), there exists δ0 ∈ H(Q) \ SO(S)(Q) such
that δ0h ∈ SO(S)(A). We can thus say that h ∈ H(A) has a decomposition h = au−1 with
(a, u) ∈ GLN (Q)× (
∏
p<∞ SLN (Zp)×SLN (R)) in general. We put Lh := (
∏
p<∞ hpZ
N
p ×RN )∩
QN for h = (hv)v≤∞ ∈ H(A). Then we have Lh = aZN .
We then see that H(Q)\H(A)/UfU∞ can be viewed as a subset of the double coset space
SO(S)(Q)\SO(S)(A)/SO(S)(A)∩UfU∞. We let C(S) := {S1, S2, . . . , Sc} be the classes of the
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same genus with S corresponding bijectively to a complete set {hi ∈ SO(S)(Af ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ c} of
representatives for H(Q)\H(A)/UfU∞ (which are called the O-classes in [34, Chapter II, Section
9.27]).
Let f ∈ S(SL2(Z);−(14 + r
2
4 )) be a Maass cusp form with Fourier expansion f(z) =∑
n 6=0 c(n)W0,
√−1r
2
(4π|n|y) exp(2π√−1nx). Let Λ be the standard additive character of A/Q.
We introduce the Fourier series
Ff (n(x)aykg) :=
∑
λ∈Qn\{0}
Ff,λ(n(x)aykg) ∀(x, y, k, g) ∈ An × R×+ ×K∞ × G(Af ) (3.2)
with
Ff,λ(n(x)aykg) := Aλ(g)y
4nK√−1r(4π|λ|Sy)Λ(tλSx),
where Aλ(g) is defined by the following three conditions:
Aλ



1 h
1



 :=

|λ|S
∑
d|dλ c(−
|λ|2S
d2
)d4n−2 (λ ∈ Lh)
0 (λ ∈ QN \ Lh)
, (3.3)
Aλ



β h
β−1



 := ||β||4nA A||β||−1
A
λ



1 h
1



 , (3.4)
Aλ(n(x)gk) := Λ(
tλSx)Aλ(g) ∀(x, g, k) ∈ ANf × G(Af )×Kf . (3.5)
Here
1. (β, h) ∈ A×f ×H(Af ) and ||β||A denotes the idele norm of β,
2. dλ denotes the greatest common divisor of the non-zero entries in a
−1λ ∈ ZN (= a−1Lh).
Let us remark that we are using the same notation Ff for both the adelic lift above and the
non-adelic lift of the previous section. This should not lead to any confusion since it will be
clear from the context which lift we are discussing.
We note that the definition of dλ does not depend on the decomposition h = au
−1 (as we
are going to see in the proof of the following lemma).
Lemma 3.2 The adelic Fourier series defining the adelic Ff is well-defined and is a left P(Q)-
invariant and right K(= KfK∞)-invariant smooth function on G(A).
Proof. We should first note that Aλ defines a well-defined function in h ∈ H(Af ) for each fixed
λ ∈ QN . To see this we have to check that dλ does not depend on the decomposition h = au−1. If
we take another decomposition h = a′u′−1 with (a′, u′) ∈ GLN (Q)×(
∏
p<∞ SLN (Zp)×SLN (R)),
we have that a−1a′ = u−1u′ ∈ SLN (Z) and see that the definition of dλ remains the same even
if we replace a by a′.
By the definition of Aλ
((
β
h
β−1
))
in (3.3) and (3.4) we can verify that this is right
(
∏
p<∞ Z
×
p ) × Uf (= L(Af ) ∩ Kf )-invariant as a function of (β, h) ∈ A×f × H(Af )(= L(Af ))
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and that α
N
2 Aλ
(( αf
δfh
α−1f
))
= Aαδ−1λ
((
1
h
1
))
for (α, δ) ∈ Q×+ × H(Q), where (αf , δf )
denotes the finite adele part of (α, δ) ∈ Q×+ × H(Q). From the latter we deduce that Ff is left
P(Q)-invariant and that, as a result of (3.5), Aλ is well-defined on G(Af ) and right Kf -invariant.
To finish the proof we note that the archimedean part y4nK√−1r(4π|λ|Sy) exp(2π
√−1(tλSx))
with (y, x) ∈ R×+ × RN is a smooth right K∞-invariant function on G∞. As a result we have
seen that Ff satisfies the desired property in the assertion, and we are thus done.
For r ∈ C we now introduce the space M(G, r) of smooth functions F on G(A) satisfying
the following conditions:
1. Ω · F = 1
2N
(
r2 − N
2
4
)
F , where Ω is the Casimir operator defined at (2.3),
2. for any (γ, g, k) ∈ G(Q)× G(A)×K, we have F (γgk) = F (g),
3. F is of moderate growth.
We further remark that F ∈ M(G, r) has the Fourier expansion
F (g) =
∑
λ∈QN
Fλ(g), Fλ(g) :=
∫
AN/QN
F (n(x)g)Λ(−tλSx)dx,
where dx is the invariant measure normalized so that the volume of AN/QN is one. We call F
a cusp form if F0 ≡ 0 in the Fourier expansion.
Now let us explain that this cuspidality condition of F ∈ M(G, r) implies the vanishing
of the constant term of the non-adelic Fourier expansion of F at every ΓS-cusp. Let c ∈
G(Q) be a representative of a ΓS-cusp and decompose c into cfc∞ with cf ∈ G(Af ) and c∞ ∈
G∞. Furthermore let c correspond to a representative h of H(Q)\H(A)/UfU∞ via the bijection
in Lemma 2.1. From Proposition 2.3 we then see that the non-adelic Fourier expansion of
F (n(x∞)ay∞
(
1
h
1
)
) for (x∞, y∞) ∈ Rn × R×+ is expressed as
∑
λ∈Lh\{0}
Cλ(h)Wλ(ay∞) exp(2π
√−1(tλSx∞))
with Fourier coefficients Cλ(h). Here note that the above F translated by
(
1
h
1
)
is right(
1
h
1
)
Kf
(
1
h
1
)−1
-invariant, which implies that the summation of the expansion runs over
Lh\{0} with the even unimodular lattice Lh. On the other hand, we have that F (g∞
(
1
h
1
)
) =
F (cfg
′∞) = F (c−1∞ g′∞) with a suitable change of variables g∞ → g′∞ in G∞. The Fourier
expansion of F (c−1g′∞) is nothing but the non-adelic expansion at a ΓS-cusp c−1. We therefore
see the vanishing of F at every ΓS-cusp in the sense of the non-adelic Fourier expansion (for
this see Remark 2.2).
Theorem 3.3 Given a Maass cusp form f ∈ S(SL2(Z);−(14 + r
2
4 )) we define Ff as in (3.2).
Then Ff is a cusp form in M(G,
√−1r).
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Proof. By the strong approximation theorem for G (cf. Lemma 2.1 (1)) we have an isomorphism
M(G(Q),√−1r) ≃M(ΓS ,
√−1r) given by F 7→ F |G(R). The right K-invariance for the adelized
Ff follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. We have proved the left ΓS-invariance of Ff |G(R)
since it coincides with the non-adelic lift. By the standard argument in terms of the strong
approximation theorem we can deduce that Ff is a left G(Q)-invariant function. To see that
Ff is of moderate growth, note that this is determined by its restriction to G(R). In fact,
Ff |G(R) is given by the Fourier series with rapidly decreasing terms and its Fourier coefficients
A(λ) satisfy |A(λ)| = O(|λ|κS) with some κ > 0, which follows from the growth property of
the Fourier coefficients c(n) of f . From this we verify that Ff |G(R) is at most of polynomial
order by estimating the Fourier series of Ff . The action of the Casimir Ω follows from the
Fourier expansion of Ff . Hence, we get Ff ∈ M(G,
√−1r). From the Fourier series of Ff it is
straightforward to see that Ff is cuspidal.
We are left with discussing the non-vanishing of Ff . To this end we need the following
lemma, which is similar to [21, Lemma 4.5].
Lemma 3.4 Let f ∈ S(SL2(Z);−(14 + r
2
4 )) \ {0} with Fourier coefficients c(m). Then, there
exist M > 0,M ∈ Z, such that c(−M) 6= 0.
Proof. Assume that c(m) = 0 for all m < 0. Set f1(z) = (f(z) + f(−z¯))/2 and f2(z) =
(f(z)− f(−z¯))/2. Then, f1, f2 are elements of S(SL2(Z);−(14 + r
2
4 )). In addition, f1 is an even
Maass form and f2 is an odd Maass form, with the property that they have the exact same Fourier
coefficients corresponding to positive indices. This implies that the L-functions for f1 and f2
satisfy L(s, f1) = L(s, f2). On the other hand, L(s, f1) and L(s, f2) satisfy functional equations
with the gamma factors shifted by 1. If L(s, f1) 6= 0, we obtain an identity of gamma factors,
which can be checked to be impossible. This gives us that f has to be zero, a contradiction.
By Lemma 3.4, there is the smallest positive integer M0 such that c(−M0) 6= 0. For n ∈ N, let
En8 be the direct sum of n copies of the E8 lattice. Then there exists λ0 ∈ En8 with norm M0.
This follows from the case n = 1, which holds since the theta function associated to E8 is the
Eisenstein series of weight 4 on SL2(Z). From the Fourier expansion near the cusp determined
by L0 ∼= J ⊕ En8 (cf. Remark 2.2), we see that Aλ0 6= 0. Thus Ff 6≡ 0 for a non-zero f , which
finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
In addition, let us note that Weyl’s law for SL2(Z) by Selberg (cf. [14, Section 11.1]) implies
the existence of Maass cusp forms for SL2(Z). As a result the argument so far implies the
following:
Proposition 3.5 There exists non-zero Ff .
4 Hecke theory for the lifting
We are going to discuss the Hecke theory of our lifting. In fact, we will show that if f is a Hecke
eigenform then so is the lift Ff , and we can compute the Hecke eigenvalues of Ff explicitly in
terms of those of f . The method is to use the non-archimedean local theory by Sugano [35,
Section 7] for the Jacobi form formulation of the Oda-Rallis-Schiffmann lifting [25], [31].
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4.1 Sugano’s local theory
In this section we work over a non-archimedean local field F of characteristic not equal to two.
Let ̟ be a prime element of F and let o be the ring of integers in F . Let n0 ≤ 4 and let
S0 ∈ Mn0(F ) be an anisotropic even symmetric matrix of degree n0. We introduce the m×m
matrix Jm :=
(
1
. .
.
1
)
. We denote by Gm the group of F -valued points of the orthogonal
group of degree 2m + n0 defined by the symmetric matrix Qm :=
(
Jm
S0
Jm
)
. When m = 0
we understand that Qm = S0. In what follows, we suppose that Lm := o
2m+n0 is a maximal
lattice with respect to Qm. Let Km be the maximal open compact subgroup of Gm defined by
the maximal lattice (Lm, Qm), namely
Km := {g ∈ Gm | gLm = Lm}.
We regard Gi with i ≤ m as a subgroup of Gm by embedding Gi into the middle (2i + n0) ×
(2i + n0) block of Gm. We also regard Ki with i ≤ m as a subgroup of Km similarly.
Hereafter we normalize the invariant measure of Gm so that the volume of Ki is one for each
i ≤ m, which is justified in view of the existence of the quotient measure for Gi+1/Gi.
By Hm we denote the Hecke algebra for (Gm,Km). Let C(r)m ∈ Hm be defined by the double
coset Kmc
(r)
m Km, where
c(r)m := diag(̟, · · · ,̟, 1, . . . , 1,̟−1, · · · ,̟−1) ∈ Gm,
which is the diagonal matrix whose first r entries and last r entries are ̟ and ̟−1 respectively.
As is remarked in [35, Section 7], {C(r)m | 1 ≤ r ≤ m} forms generators of the Hecke algebra Hm.
Note that the Satake isomorphism also holds for these orthogonal groups although they are not
connected (cf. [32, Theorem 5, Remark 1 after Theorem 3]).
Assume that m ≥ 1 and for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let ni(x) :=
(
1 −txQi−1 − 12 txQi−1x
12i−2+n0 x
1
)
∈ Gi for
x ∈ F 2i−2+n0 . By L♯m−1 we denote the dual lattice of Lm−1 with respect to Qm−1. We need the
notion that λ ∈ L♯m−1 \ {0} is primitive or reduced as follows (cf. [35, p44]):
Definition 4.1 (1) A vector λ ∈ L♯m−1 is defined to be primitive if its (2m − 2 + n0)-th entry
is equal to 1.
(2) A primitive λ ∈ Lm−1 is called reduced (with respect to Qm−1) if
̟−1 12m−4+n0
̟

nm−1(x)λ 6∈ ̟L♯m−1
for any x ∈ F 2m−4+n0 .
Lemma 4.2 Suppose that L♯m−1 = Lm−1, namely Lm−1 is self-dual. For a primitive λ ∈ L♯m−1,
λ is reduced if and only if the ̟-adic order of 12
tλQm−1λ is not greater than 1.
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Proof. We write λ =

aα
1

 with a ∈ o, α ∈ L♯m−2. Suppose first that λ is reduced. Assume
that the ̟-adic order of 12
tλQm−1λ is not less than two, and take β ∈ F 2m−4+n0 so that
α+ β ∈ ̟L♯m−2. We then verify that
̟−1 12m−4+n0
̟

nm−1(β)λ =

̟−1(12 tλQm−2λ− 12 t(α+ β)Qm−2(α+ β))α+ β
̟

 ∈ ̟L♯m−1.
In fact, noting ̟L♯m−2 = ̟Lm−2, we see that the ̟-adic order of the first entry for the vector
above is not less than one. This contradicts the assumption that λ is reduced.
Suppose next that the ̟-adic order of 12
tλQm−1λ is not greater than one. Then, with
β ∈ F 2m−4+n0 such that α + β ∈ ̟L♯m−2, the first entry of

̟−1 12m−4+n0
̟

nm−1(β)λ
has the ̟-adic order is less than or equal to 0. This suffices to prove that λ is reduced since the
proof is straightforward for β such that α+ β 6∈ ̟Lm−2 = ̟L♯m−2.
Let us now introduce Mk :=
(
̟−k
12m−4+n0
̟k
)
∈ Gm−1 for a non-negative integer k. This
is useful to describe elements in L♯m−1 in terms of reduced ones under the assumption that Lm−1
is self-dual.
Lemma 4.3 Let Lm−1 = L
♯
m−1. Any λ ∈ L♯m−1 \ {0} can be written as uλ = ̟k+lM−1k η with
some non-negative integers k and l, u ∈ Km−1 and a reduced η ∈ L♯m−1.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that λ is primitive since we can take l ≥ 0
and u ∈ Km−1 so that uλ = ̟lλ0 with a primitive λ0. Note that the case of l = 0 means that
λ is primitive, up to the Km−1-action on the left.
Let us take x ∈ L♯m−2 so that nm−1(x)λ =

 y02m−4+n0
1

 with y ∈ o. Note that nm−1(x) ∈
Km−1 for x ∈ L♯m−2 = Lm−2. Thus there is u0 ∈ Km−1, t ∈ o× and a non-negative integer f
such that u0λ =

 ̟f t02m−4+n0
1

. We may now assume λ =

 ̟f t02m−4+n0
1

. Put k := [f2], then
we have λ = ̟kM−1k

 a002m−4+n0
1

 with a0 ∈ o whose ̟-adic order is equal to 0 or 1. We are
therefore done since

 a002m−4+n0
1

 is reduced in view of Lemma 4.2.
We are now ready to introduce the notion of “local Whittaker functions” on Gm in the sense
of [35, Section 7, p47]. Though this does not come from the “Whittaker model” in the usual
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sense, it can be understood in terms of “special Bessel models” for unramified principal series
representations of Gm. We furthermore review the notion of the “local Maass relation” as in
[35, Section 7, p52], which leads to a nice reduction for the calculation of the Hecke eigenvalues.
Sugano’s local theory deals with the case of general maximal lattices and our review on this
is given in such a general setting. However, what we need is his theory under the assumption
“∂ = n0 = 0” (see the notation below and [35, p6]). We will show that the Fourier coefficients
of Ff belong to the space of the local Whittaker functions satisfying the local Maass relation.
Let λ ∈ L♯m−1 be reduced and put Hλ to be the stabilizer of λ in Gm−1. We then introduce
the space of the local Whittaker functions as follows:
WFλ :=

W : Gm → C
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
W

nm(x)

1 h
1

 gk

 = ΛF (tλ(−Qm−1)x)W (g)
∀(x, h, g, k) ∈ F 2m−2+n0 ×Hλ ×Gm ×Km

 ,
where ΛF denotes the additive character of F trivial on o but non-trivial on p
−1, where p := ̟o.
For W ∈ WFλ , l ∈ Z and a non-negative integer k we put
Wk,l := W



̟k+l Mk
̟−(k+l)



 ,
for which note that Wk,l is checked to be zero for a negative l. We see that W is determined by
the Wk,l’s in view of the Iwasawa decomposition of Gm and the following coset decomposition
of Gm−1 (cf. [35, Lemma 7.2]):
Lemma 4.4 We have
Gm−1 = HλKm−1 ⊔
⊔
k≥1
HλMkK
∗
m−1,
where
K∗m−1 := {h ∈ Km−1 | (h− 1)L♯m−1 ⊂ Lm−1}.
We say that W ∈ WFλ satisfies the local Maass relation if
Wk,l −Wk+1,l−1 = q−lWk,0 ∀k ≥ 0, ∀l ≥ 0, (4.1)
which is equivalent to
Wk,l =
l∑
i=0
q−iWk+l−i,0. (4.2)
By WMλ we denote the subspace of WFλ consisting of those satisfying the local Maass relation.
We now review an explicit structure of WFλ and WMλ as Hm-modules. For that purpose
let L′m := {x ∈ L♯m | 12 txQmx ∈ p−1} and denote by ∂ the dimension of L′m/Lm as a vector
space over the residual field o/p of F (cf. [35, p6]). We furthermore put q := ♯(o/p). For a
non-negative integer m we put
fm,j :=
qj−1(qm−j+1 − 1)(qm−j+n0 + q∂)
qj − 1 (∀j ∈ Z \ {0}). (4.3)
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We note that this is a modification of what has been introduced at [35, (7.11)] (for this see also
Remark 4.10 (2)). For a positive integers m, r, set R
(r)
m := Km/(Km ∩ c(r)m Km(c(r)m )−1), and let
|R(r)m | denote the cardinality of R(r)m . We have
|R(r)m | :=
{∏r
j=1 fm,j (1 ≤ r ≤ m)
1 (r = 0).
(4.4)
Without difficulty it is verified that WFλ is stable under the action of Hm. In [35, Corollary
7.5, Corollary 7.8] the aforementioned explicitHm-module structure ofWFλ andWMλ is given (for
this see Remark 4.10 (2)). We state it with the notation fm,j as follows:
Proposition 4.5 1. Suppose that m ≥ 3. On WFλ the Hecke operators C(r)m for r ≥ 3 act as
C(r)m = |R(r−2)m−2 |
(
C(2)m −
qr−2 − 1
qr−1 − 1 · fm−1,1 · C
(1)
m +
qr−2 − 1
q(qr − 1)fm−1,1fm+1,2
)
.
2. The subspace WMλ of WFλ is stable under the action by Hm. In addition to the above
formula, for m ≥ 2, C(2)m coincides with

fm−1,1C
(1)
m + q4fm−2,1fm−2,2−q3f2m−2,1 − q2(q2m−4+n0 − (q − 2)q∂)fm−2,1
+(q − 1)q∂fm−1,1 − q(q2m−4+n0 + q∂)2 (m ≥ 3),
f1,1(C
(1)
2 −
q − 1
q2 − 1f2,1) (m = 2).
as Hecke operators acting on WMλ .
In particular, the Hecke eigenvalues of an eigenvector in WMλ with respect to the Hm-action
is determined by the eigenvalue of C
(1)
m .
This is checked by a direct calculation. Regarding the formula in the second assertion for the
case of m = 2 we should note that f0,1 is defined to be 0, from which we deduce that the formula
for m = 2 is compatible with that for m ≥ 3.
We are now able to point out that the description of the Hm-module structure ofWMλ above
can be simplified as follows:
Proposition 4.6 Suppose that m ≥ 2. As Hecke operators on WMλ , we have the coincidence
C(r)m = |R(r−1)m−1 |
(
C(1)m −
qr−1 − 1
qr − 1 fm,1
)
for 2 ≤ r ≤ m.
Proof. The case ofm = 2 is already shown in Proposition 4.5, 2, for which note that |R(1)1 | = f1,1.
The proof for the case of m ≥ 3 starts with the following lemma:
Lemma 4.7 If we assume that C
(2)
m = |R(1)m−1|
(
C
(1)
m − q − 1
q2 − 1fm,1
)
holds, we then have the
formulas for C
(r)
m with r ≥ 3.
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Proof. Insert the assumed formula for C
(2)
m into those in Proposition 4.5, 1. Furthermore note
that
|R(r−1)m−1 | = fm−1,1 × pr−2 ·
q − 1
qr−1 − 1 × |R
(r−2)
m−2 |
for r ≥ 3. Then the lemma is settled by a direct calculation.
What is remaining now is to deduce the formula for C
(2)
m from that in Proposition 4.5, 2.
This needs the following technical lemma:
Lemma 4.8 We have
q2fm−1,1fm−1,2 − qf2m−1,1
= q4fm−2,1fm−2,2 − q3f2m−2,1 − q2(q2m−4+n0 − (q − 2)q∂)fm−2,1 − q(q2m−4+n0 + q∂)2.
Proof. To show this we need
fm−1,1 = qfm−2,1 + (q2m−4+n0 + q∂),
fm−1,2 = qfm−2,2 +
q
q + 1
(q2m−6+n0 + q∂) =
1
q + 1
(fm−1,1 − (p2m−4+n0 + q∂)).
This verifies the coincidence of both sides.
We therefore see that the formula in Proposition 4.5, 2 implies
C(2)m = |R(1)m−1|(C(1)m + (q − 1) + q2fm−1,2 − qfm−1,1),
for which note that fm−1,1 = |R(1)m−1|. This is verified to coincide with the desired formula for
C
(2)
m by a direct computation. As a result we have completed the proof of Proposition 4.6.
For the application to the action of the Hecke operators on Ff we assume that m = 4n + 1
for n ≥ 1, F = Qp, q = p and ∂ = n0 = 0. We describe the actions of the Hecke operators
{C(r)4n+1 | 1 ≤ r ≤ 4n + 1} on W ∈ WFλ in terms of a recurrence relation of the Wk,l’s (see [35,
Theorem 7.4]).
Proposition 4.9 Let C
(r)
4n+1 ∗ W ∈ WFλ denote the action of C(r)4n+1 on W ∈ WFλ . For two
non-negative integer k, l we have the following formula:
(C
(r)
4n+1 ∗W )k,l =|R(r−2)4n−1 |{p8n(Wk−1,l+2 + ur−1Wk,l+1 + p8n−2Wk+1,l)
+ (p(pr−2 − 1)ur−2 + prf4n−1,r−1ur)Wk,l
+ pur−1Wk−1,l+1 + p8n−1ur−1Wk+1,l−1
+Wk−1,l + ur−1Wk,l−1 + p8n−2Wk+1,l−2 − δ(l = 0)p8n−1Wk,0
+ δ(k = 0){p4n−1βλ(p8n(W0,l+1 −W1,l) + pur−1(W0,l −W1,l−1)
+ (W0,l−1 −W1,l−2)) + p8nW0,l+1 + pur−1W0,l +W0,l−1}
+ δ(k = l = 0)p4nβλW0,0},
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where we put ur := p
rf4n−1,r + pr−1 − 1 and
βλ :=
{
0 (p-adic order of 12
tλJ4nλ = 1)
−1 (p-adic order of 12 tλJ4nλ = 0)
.
Here the formula for r = 1 needs the following interpretation
|R(−1)4n−1| = 0, |R(−1)4n−1|f4n−1,0 = |R(−1)4n−1|u0 = 1.
We furthermore have Wk′,l′ = 0 for negative k
′, l′.
Remark 4.10 For this proposition we have two remarks on Sugano’s formula [35, Theorem
7.4] in the general case etc.
(1) The formula need the notation “ρλ” as well as “βλ” (for their definitions see [35, Proposition
7.3, (2.17)]). For the proposition we see ρλ = 0. We further remark that the proof of Proposition
4.5 is based on Sugano’s formula in the general case.
(2) The formula for the case of “r = ν + 2” need the interpretation fν,ν+1 = 0, which is not
referred to in [35]. This is a reason for our modified definition of fm,j (see also the remark
just after Proposition 4.5). In addition, we remark that “3 ≤ r ≤ ν + 1” should be replaced by
“3 ≤ r ≤ ν + 2” in [35, Corollary 7.5].
4.2 Hecke theory for our lift Ff
We are now in a position to state our result on the Hecke theory for Ff .
Theorem 4.11 Suppose that f is a Hecke eigenform and let λp be the Hecke eigenvalue of f at
p <∞.
(1) Ff is a Hecke eigenform.
(2) Let µi be the Hecke eigenvalue with respect to the Hecke operator C
(i)
4n+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4n+ 1.
We have
µ1 = p
4n(λ2p − 2) + pf4n,1 = p4n(λ2p + p4n−1 + · · ·+ p+ p−1 + · · ·+ p−(4n−1)),
µi =|R(i−1)4n |
(
µ1 − p
i−1 − 1
pi − 1 f4n+1,1
)
, (2 ≤ i ≤ 4n+ 1).
Proof. To apply Sugano’s local theory as in Section 4.1 we need the following:
Lemma 4.12 Let us fix a prime p. Suppose that λ ∈ Q8n is reduced as an element in the
maximal lattice (Z8np , J4n) (or (Z
8n
p ,−S)). For this we remark that (Z8np ,−S) is verified to be
GL8n(Zp)-equivalent to (Z8np , J4n) by a standard argument using the theory of quadratic forms
over p-adic fields.
1. As a function on Gp, Aλ(g) ∈ WMλ for g ∈ Gp, where we regard g as an element in G(Af )
in the usual manner.
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2. For non-negative integers l,m and a Hecke operator C ∈ H4n+1 we have
(C ∗ Aλ)



pl+m Mm
p−(l+m)



 = p−4n(l+m)(C ∗Apl+mM−1m λ)(18n+2).
Proof. We can check that Aλ satisfies the local Maass relations (4.2) directly. We only have to
prove Aλ(g) ∈ WFλ for g ∈ Gp. It suffices to prove
Aλ



1 h0h
1



 = Aλ



1 h
1



 ∀(h0, h) ∈ Hλ ×H(Qp).
To this end write h0h as h0h = a0u
−1
0 with a0 ∈ GL8n(Q) and u0 ∈
∏
p<∞ SL8n(Zp)×SL8n(R).
Then, for every prime p, the condition a−10 λ = u
−1
0 (h0h)
−1λ ∈ Z8np implies the greatest power
of p dividing the entries in a−10 λ is the same as that of (h0h)
−1λ = h−1λ (which equals to
“a−1λ ∈ Z8n” in the notation of Section 3.3). We thereby see that the greatest common divisor
dλ for Lh0h coincides that for Lh, and this proves part 1 of the lemma.
In view of the right Kp-invariance of Aλ and the Iwasawa decomposition of Gp, the part 2
of the lemma is reduced to showing
Aλ



pl+m Mm
p−(l+m)

n(x)

1 h
1



 = p−4n(l+m)Apl+mM−1m λ

n(x)

1 h
1




for any (x, h) ∈ Q2np × H(Qp). Reviewing the definition of Aλ, this is verified by a direct
calculation.
To prove the first assertion of the theorem it suffices to prove that Ff is a Hecke eigenform
with respect to the Hecke operator C
(1)
4n+1 by virtue of Proposition 4.5 (or Proposition 4.6) and
part 1 of Lemma 4.12.
Proposition 4.13 For λ ∈ Q8n \ {0} we have
(C
(1)
4n+1 ∗Aλ)(18n+2) = p4n(λ2p + p4n−1 + · · · + p+ p−1 + · · ·+ p−(4n−1))Aλ(18n+2).
Proof. We fix an arbitrary prime p and may assume that λ ∈ Z8np . For the proof of the
proposition, the following lemma is crucial.
Lemma 4.14 (1) The Fourier coefficients c(n) of a Hecke-eigen cusp form f satisfy the follow-
ing relations:
pc(p2n) = (λ2p − 1)c(n)−
{
p−
1
2λpc(n/p) (p|n)
0 (p ∤ n)
,
pc(p2n) = (λ2p − 2)c(n)− p−1c(n/p2),
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where we assume p2|n for the second formula.
(2) For a reduced λ we have (C
(1)
4n+1 ∗ Aλ)(

pl+m Mm
p−(l+m)

)
=p8n · p−4n(l+m+1)Apl+1(pmM−1m λ)(18n+2) + p
2f4n−1,1 · p−4n(l+m)Apl(pmM−1m λ)(18n+2)
+ p · p−4n(l+m)Apl+1(pm−1M−1m−1λ)(18n+2) + p
8n−1 · p−4n(l+m)Apl−1(pm+1M−1m+1λ)(18n+2)
+ p−4n(l+m−1)Apl−1(pmM−1m λ)(18n+2)
+ δ(m = 0){p4n−1βλp · (p−4nlAplλ(18n+2)− p−4nlApl−1(pM−11 λ)(18n+2))
+ p · p−4nlAplλ(18n+2)}.
The first assertion is a consequence of the well-known Hecke theory for modular forms of
one variable (cf. [14, Section 8.5]). Taking part 2 of Lemma 4.12 into account, we see that the
second assertion is nothing but a reformulation of Proposition 4.9 for the case of r = 1.
In view of Lemma 4.3 and part 2 of Lemma 4.12 we know that Lemma 4.14 (2) describes the
action of C
(1)
4n+1 on Aλ for any λ ∈ Q8n \ {0} (or any λ ∈ Z8np \ {0}). As a result we verify the
proposition by using Lemma 4.14 (1) and the explicit expression of Aλ in terms of the Fourier
coefficients c(n)s.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we are left with proving the formula for the other
Hecke eigenvalues µi (i ≥ 2). This is an immediate consequence from Proposition 4.6 and part
1 of Lemma 4.12. As a result we are done.
5 Cuspidal representations generated by the lifts
5.1 The archimedean component of a cuspidal representation generated by
a Maass cusp form on G(A)
We let Γ be an arithmetic subgroup of O(Q) and suppose that F ∈M(Γ, r) can be adelized to
be a cusp form of the adele group O(Q)(A), for which we do not have to assume for a moment
that (ZN , S) is even unimodular. By πF we denote the cuspidal representation generated by F .
Proposition 5.1 If F is Hecke eigenvector at every finite place, πF is irreducible.
Proof. We use [23, Theorem 3.1], which reduces the problem to the irreducibility of the
archimedean local representation of πF . We first note that, as is well-known, each irreducible cus-
pidal representation occurs with finite multiplicity in the cuspidal spectrum, which implies that
πF is a finite sum of irreducible cuspidal representations. We therefore see that its archimedean
representation is also a finite sum of irreducible admissible representations of G∞ (= O(Q)(R)).
Let us now note that F is right K∞-invariant, which means that F generates the trivial repre-
sentation as a K∞-module. The trivial K∞-module should occur with at most multiplicity one
in an irreducible admissible representation of G∞. In fact, in view of the Langlands classification
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[18], an irreducible admissible representation with the trivial K∞-representation can be embed-
ded into a spherical principal series representation, which has the trivial K∞-representation
with multiplicity one. We thereby know that F should be inside only one irreducible admissible
representation of G∞.
We next determine the irreducible admissible representation of G∞ which F generates.
To this end, let δs : A∞ → C× be the quasi-character parametrized by s ∈ C given by
the formula δs(y) = y
s. We trivially extend δs to a quasi character of the standard proper
parabolic subgroup P∞, which admits a Langlands decomposition N∞A∞M∞ with Levi sub-
group
{(
1 t0N 0
0N m 0N
0 t0N 1
) ∣∣∣∣ m ∈ U∞(= O(S)(R))
}
. By IG∞P∞ (δs) we denote the normalized parabolic
induction defined by δs. We remark that every spherical principal series representation of G∞
is of this form. We now have the following:
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that F ∈ M(Γ,√−1r) with r ∈ R. The archimedean component of
πF is isomorphic to I
G∞
P∞ (δ
√−1r) as admissible G∞-modules, and is tempered.
Proof. Let v be the K∞-vector of IG∞P∞ (δs), which is unique up to scalars. If the archimedean
representation is embedded into this parabolic induction, the vector v has the same eigenvalue
for the Casimir operator Ω as F . We then verify that
Ω · v = 1
2N
(s2 − N
2
4
)v = − 1
2n
(r2 +
N2
4
)v,
and therefore s = ±√−1r. By the same reasoning as in [21, Proposition 6.5, Theorem 6.8] we
then see that the proposition is a consequence of [11, Section 41, Theorem 1] and [6, Remark
(2.1.13)].
5.2 Unramified principal series representations at non-archimedean places
For unramified characters χi of Q×p , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4n + 1, denote an unramified character of the
standard split torus (≃ (Q×p )4n+1) by χ = diag(χ1, χ2, · · · , χ4n+1, χ−14n+1, · · · , χ−12 , χ−11 ). Let
I(χ) be the normalized parabolic induction of Gp ≃ G4n+1 induced from the character of the
Borel subgroup defined by χ. The representation of Gp given by I(χ) is called an unramified
principal series representation. For us it is important to review the fundamental properties of
unramified principal series representations of Gp ≃ G4n+1. In many references p-adic reductive
groups are often assumed to be connected for the convenience of the argument to study such
representations. Though Gp is not connected, we can say that such fundamental properties are
still valid for Gp. We need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3 1. For any unramified character χ, the unramified principal series representa-
tion I(χ) has a unique irreducible subquotient with a Kp-invariant vector (called a spherical
vector). Conversely, any irreducible admissible representation of Gp with a spherical vec-
tor (called an irreducible unramified representation) is given by the irreducible subquotient
of an unramified principal series representation.
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2. Two irreducible unramified representations are isomorphic to each other if and only if the
Hecke eigenvalues of the spherical vectors of the two representations are the same.
Proof. We first note that, as an admissible Gp-module, every irreducible unramified representa-
tion is isomorphic to the space of functions on Gp generated by a zonal spherical function and
that every zonal spherical function is uniquely parametrized by an unramified character of the
split torus of Gp modulo the conjugation by the Weyl group (cf. [5, Theorem 4.3], [32, Theorem
2]). This implies the second assertion of part 1 of the lemma since the Gp-module generated by
a zonal spherical function can be embedded into an unramified principal series representation
with the unramified character parametrizing the zonal spherical function. Part 2 of the lemma
follows from the bijective correspondence between unitary algebra homomorphisms of the Hecke
algebra H4n+1 to C and the equivalence classes of unramified characters of the split torus by the
Weyl group conjugation (cf. [5, Corollary 4.2]), the latter of which parametrize the equivalence
classes of the irreducible unramified representations. We should note that the disconnected-ness
of Gp has no influence for these consequences (see [32, Theorem 5, Remark 1 after Theorem
3] and [5, Section 4,4]). In fact, Satake’s theory on the Hecke algebras and the zonal spherical
functions hold also for Gp, which has the commutative Hecke algebra H4n+1 and admits the
Iwasawa and Cartan decompositions.
We are now left with the first assertion of part 1 of the lemma. The Frobenius reciprocity of
induced representations implies that the unramified principal series representation restricted to
Kp has the trivial representation of Kp with multiplicity one, which leads to the first assertion
of part 1 of the lemma, since there is a contradiction to the multiplicity one condition unless the
uniqueness of the irreducible subquotient with a spherical vector holds. In fact, every irreducible
unramified representation has a unique spherical vector, up to constant multiples, since it admits
a unique zonal spherical function.
We call the unique irreducible subquotient of an unramified principal series representation
the spherical constituent.
5.3 Cuspidal representation generated by Ff
We are now able to show the result on the explicit determination of the cuspidal representation
generated by Ff as follows:
Theorem 5.4 Let f be a Hecke eigenform and let πFf be the cuspidal representation generated
by Ff .
1. The representation πFf is irreducible and thus has the decomposition into the restricted
tensor product ⊗′v≤∞πv of irreducible admissible representations πv.
2. For v = p <∞, πp is the spherical constituent of the unramified principal series represen-
tation of Gp with the Satake parameter
diag



λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


2
, p4n−1, · · · , p, 1, 1, p−1, · · · , p−(4n−1),

λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


−2 .
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3. For every finite prime p <∞, πp is non-tempered while π∞ is tempered.
Proof. This first assertion is a consequence of Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 5.1. To prove
the other two assertions we fix an arbitrary prime p. Since Ff is right Kp-invariant for each
finite prime p, πp has to be the spherical constituent of an unramified principal series represen-
tation (cf. Lemma 5.3 (1)).
The Hecke eigenvalue µ1 of Ff enables us to suppose that
diag(χ1(p), χ2(p), · · · , χ4n+1(p), χ4n+1(p)−1, · · · , χ2(p)−1, χ1(p)−1) =
diag



λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


2
, p4n−1, · · · , p, 1, 1, p−1, · · · , p−(4n−1),

λp +
√
λ2p − 4
2


−2
as the second assertion indicates. Since irreducible unramified representations are determined
by Hecke eigenvalues of the spherical vectors up to equivalence (cf. Lemma 5.3 2.) we need to
show the Hecke eigenvalue of a spherical vector of πp for C
(i)
4n+1 coincides with µi for each i ≥ 1.
This is nothing but the second assertion. The last assertion for πp follows from the second one
since the Satake parameter tells us that the representation (πp|Gi ,Cv) with a spherical vector
v is the trivial representation of Gi for i ≤ 4n. In fact, to show the non-temperedness of πp,
consider the (2+ ǫ)-th power of the matrix coefficient of the spherical vector for each ǫ > 0. For
any fixed positive integer i ≤ 4n the integral of this over {KpgKp | g ∈ Gi} is then divergent.
For this we remark that Gi is viewed as a subgroup of Gp ≃ G4n+1 by embedding it naturally
into the middle 2i× 2i-block of Gp. The tempered-ness of π∞ is nothing but Proposition 5.2.
The rest of the proof is thus devoted to studying the Hecke eigenvalues. For that purpose
we state the following:
Lemma 5.5 For 1 ≤ m ≤ 4n+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m let φm(C(i)m ) denote the C(i)m -action on the spherical
vector of πp|Gm . For i ≥ 2 we have
φ4n+1(C
(i)
4n+1) = p
4n(χ1(p) + χ(p)
−1)φ4n(C
(i−1)
4n ) + (p
i−1 − 1)f4n,i−1φ4n(C(i−2)4n ) + piφ4n(C(i)4n ).
Proof. Noting the parabolic induction which contains πp as the spherical constituent, we can
deduce this from the coset decomposition of Kpc
(i)
4n+1Kp in [35, Lemma 7.1].
Reviewing the normalization of the invariant measure as in the beginning of Section 4, we
see
φ4n(C
(i)
4n ) = |R(i)4n| (1 ≤ i ≤ 4n)
since the action πp|Gm on the spherical vector is trivial for m ≤ 4n as is explained above. In
addition, we also note
|R(i)4n|
|R(i−1)4n |
= f4n,i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4n).
Hence, from this lemma we get
φ4n+1(C
(i)
4n+1) =
{
µ1 (i = 1),
|R(i−1)4n |(µ1 + (pi−1 − 1) + pif4n,i − pf4n,1) (i ≥ 2).
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Without difficulty we then verify by a direct calculation that the value of φ4n+1(C
(i)
4n+1) coincides
with µi. Consequently we have proved Theorem 5.4.
As a result of this theorem (or as a result of Theorem 4.11 and [35, Corollary 7.9]) we can
write down the standard L-function of πFf (or Ff ).
Corollary 5.6 For any prime p the local p-factor Lp(πFf ,St, s) of the standard L-function for
πFf (or Ff ) is written as
Lp(πFf ,St, s) = ζp(s)(1− (λ2p − 2)p−s + p−2s)−1
8n−2∏
j=0
ζp(s+ j − (4n − 1))
= Lp(sym
2(f), s)
8n−2∏
j=0
ζp(s + j − (4n − 1)),
where ζp denotes the p-factor of the Riemann zeta function and Lp(sym
2(f), s) is the p-factor
of the symmetric square L-function for f .
6 Appendix: Cuspidal representations generated by Oda-Rallis-
Sciffmann lifts
We have used Sugano’s non-archimedean local theory in [35, Section 7] to study the Hecke
theory of the cusp forms given by our lifting and the cuspidal representations generated by
them. His local theory is originally motivated by studying non-archimedean local aspect of the
lifting theory of Oda [25] and Rallis-Schiffman [31]. We can therefore expect that the results in
Section 4 and 5 naturally hold also for the lifting by Oda and Rallis-Schiffman. In this appendix,
still restricting ourselves to “the case of even unimodular lattices”, we carry out the argument
similar to Sections 4 and 5 to deduce similar results for the case of Oda-Rallis-Schiffman lifting.
6.1 Basic notation
Let (Z8n, S) be an even unimodular lattice with a positive definite symmetric matrix S and
put Q1 :=

 1−S
1

. We then let Q2 :=

 1Q1
1

 and let G = O(Q2) (respectively
H = O(Q1)) be the orthogonal group over Q defined by Q2 (respectively Q1). We introduce
several algebraic subgroups of G. We first introduce the maximal parabolic subgroup P with
a Levi decomposition P = N1 ⋊ L1, where N1 and L1 are defined by the groups of Q-rational
points as follows:
N1(Q) =

nQ1(x) =

1 txQ1 12 txQ1x18n+2 x
1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Q8n+2

 ,
L1(Q) =



a h
a−1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ Q×, h ∈ O(Q1)(Q)

 .
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For w ∈ Q8n let n0(w) :=

1 twS 12 twSw18n w
1

 and n1(w) :=

1 n0(w)
1

. We then intro-
duce the maximal unipotent subgroup N of G defined by its group of Q-rational points
N (Q) := {n(x,w) | x ∈ Q8n+2, w ∈ Q8n},
where n(x,w) := nQ1(x)n1(w).
Let G∞ be the real Lie group G(R). To describe an Iwasawa decomposition of G∞ we
introduce
A∞ :=




a1
a2
18n
a−12
a−11


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a1, a2 ∈ R×+


and a maximal compact subgroup
K∞ := {k ∈ G∞ | tkRk = R}
of G∞, whereR =

12 S
12

 is the majorant of Q2. We then have an Iwasawa decomposition
of G∞ as follows:
G∞ = N (R)A∞K∞.
We next introduce the symmetric domain of type IV , which is identified with the quotient
G∞/K∞. We follow [22, Section 1.4] to describe it. Let BQ1 be the bilinear form on V × V
defined by Q1 with V = R8n+2 and let (V, τ) be the Euclidean Jordan algebra equipped with
the trace form
τ : V × V ∋ (x, y) 7→ τ(x, y) = 2BQ1(x ◦ y, e),
where
x ◦ y := BQ1(x, e)y +BQ1(y, e)x−BQ1(x, y)e, (x, y ∈ V )
with te = ( 1√
2
, 0, · · · , 0, 1√
2
). This Euclidean Jordan algebra has the determinant ∆ given by
∆(v) :=
1
2
BQ1(v, v) (v ∈ V ).
Let us introduce the symmetric cone Ω := {v ∈ V | BQ1(v, v) > 0, BQ1(v, e) > 0} of V . Then
the symmetric domain of type IV corresponding to G∞ is realized as D := V +
√−1Ω. The
Lie group G∞ acts on D by the linear fractional transformation, for which we use the notation
g · z for (g, z) ∈ G∞ × D. Let J(g, z) ∈ C be the automorphy factor for (g, z) ∈ G∞ × D.
For the definition of g · z and J(g, z) see [10, Section 1]. We can identify G∞/K∞ with D by
G∞ ∋ g 7→ g · (
√−1e) ∈ D.
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6.2 Review on Oda-Rallis-Schiffman lifting
By Sκ(SL2(Z)) we denote the space of holomorphic cusp forms on h of weight κ with respect
to SL2(Z). To review the Oda-Rallis-Schiffman lift from these holomorphic cusp forms we
introduce the archimedean Whittaker function Wλ,κ on G∞ with λ ∈ Ω and a positive integer
κ by
Wλ,κ(n(x,w)ak)
:= J(k∞,
√−1e)−κ∆(Im(n1(w)a ·
√−1e)) exp(2π√−1τ(λ, x+√−1Im(n1(w)a ·
√−1e))
for (x,w, a, k) ∈ R8n+2 × R8n ×A∞ ×K∞, where Im(z) denotes the imaginary part of z ∈ D.
Let f ∈ Sκ−4n+2(SL2(Z)) be given by the q-expansion f(τ) =
∑
m≥1 c(m)q
m (thus κ has to
be even and κ− 4n+ 2 ≥ 12). We put |λ|Q1 :=
√
1
2
tλQ1λ =
√
∆(λ) for λ ∈ V . We introduce a
smooth function Ff on G∞ by
Ff (g∞) =
∑
λ∈Z8n+2∩Ω
CλWλ,κ(g∞),
where
Cλ =
∑
d|dλ
dκ−1c(
|λ|2Q1
d2
)
with the greatest common divisor dλ of the entries of λ. For the maximal lattice Z⊕2⊕Z8n⊕Z⊕2
with respect to Q2 we introduce an arithmetic subgroup
ΓS := {γ ∈ G(Q) | γ(Z⊕2 ⊕ Z8n ⊕ Z⊕2) = Z⊕2 ⊕ Z8n ⊕ Z⊕2}.
We now state the following theorem by Oda [25, Corollary to Theorem 5] and Rallis-Schiffman
[31, Theorem 5.1].
Theorem 6.1 (Oda, Rallis-Schiffman) For κ > 8n + 4 the smooth function Ff is a holo-
morphic cusp form of weight κ with respect to ΓS, lifted from the domain D to the group G∞.
6.3 Cuspidal representations generated by Oda-Rallis-Schiffman lifts.
(1) Adelization of Ff .
To consider the cuspidal representation generated by Ff we adelize Ff . We carry out it following
the argument similar to Section 3.3.
Let Kf :=
∏
p<∞Kp with Kp := {g ∈ G(Qp) | gZ8n+4p = Z8n+4p }. We remark that the
strong approximation theorem of G(A) with respect to the maximal compact subgroup Kf
holds, from which we deduce that the set of ΓS-cusps is in bijection with H(Q)\H(A)/H(R)Uf
with Uf :=
∏
p<∞Up (Up := {h ∈ H(Qp) | hZ8n+2p = Z8n+2p }). This is nothing but Lemma 2.1
for the case of G = O(Q2).
For h = (hp)p≤∞ ∈ H(Af ) we put Lh := (
∏
p<∞ hpZ
8n+2
p × R8n+2) ∩ Q8n+2 and write
h = au−1 with (a, u) ∈ GL8n+2(Q) × (
∏
p<∞ SL8n+2(Zp) × SL8n+2(R)). For λ ∈ Lh \ {0} we
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denote by dλ the greatest common divisor of the entries of a
−1λ ∈ Z8n+2, which is checked to
be well-defined by the same argument as the proof of Lemma 3.2.
We introduce a function Aλ indexed by λ ∈ Q8n+2 \ {0} as follows:
Aλ



1 h
1



 :=
{∑
d|dλ d
κ−1c(
|λ|2Q1
d2
) (λ ∈ Lh)
0 (λ ∈ Q8n+2 \ Lh)
,
Aλ



β h
β−1



 := ||β||κAA||β||−1
A
λ



1 h
1



 ∀(β, h) ∈ A×f ×H(Af ),
Aλ(n2(x)gk) := Λ(
tλQ1x)Aλ(g) ∀(x, g, k) ∈ A8n+2f × G(Af )×Kf ,
where Λ denotes the standard additive character of A/Q. This Aλ is verified to be well-defined
function on G(Af ) similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. With this Aλ we adelize Ff by
Ff (g) =
∑
λ∈Q8n+2\{0}
Aλ(gf )Wλ,κ(g∞)
for g = gfg∞ ∈ G(A) with (gf , g∞) ∈ G(Af ) ×G∞. By the definition of the adelized Ff , Ff is
right Kf -invariant. By the standard argument in terms of the strong approximation theorem
the left ΓS-invariance of the non-adelic Ff then implies the left G(Q)-invariance of the adelic
Ff . The adelized Ff is a cusp form on G(A).
(2) Cuspidal representation generated by Ff
To determine explicitly the cuspidal representation of G(A) generated by Ff we first provide an
explicit formula for Hecke eigenvalues of the adelized Ff . We can apply the non-archimedean
local theory in Section 4.1 to our situation that m = 4n + 2, F = Qp, q = p and ∂ = n0 = 0.
The p-adic group G(Qp) is viewed as G4n+2 in the notation of Section 4.1. We need the lemma
as follows:
Lemma 6.2 As a function on G(Qp)(≃ G4n+2), Aλ(g) ∈ WMλ , where we regard g ∈ G(Qp) as
an element in G(A) in the usual manner.
We then state the theorem on the Hecke eigenvalues of Ff .
Theorem 6.3 Suppose that f is a Hecke eigenform and let λp be the Hecke eigenvalue of f at
p <∞.
(1) Ff is a Hecke eigenform.
(2) Let µi be the Hecke eigenvalue of the Hecke operator for C
(i)
4n+2 with 1 ≤ i ≤ 4n + 2. We
have
µi =


p4n+1(p−(κ−4n−1)λ2p + p4n + · · · + p+ p−1 + · · · + p−4n) (i = 1)
|R(i−1)4n+1|(µ1 −
pi−1 − 1
pi − 1 f4n+2,1) (2 ≤ i ≤ 4n + 2)
.
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Proof. We give just an overview of the proof since it is quite similar to the case of the lifting from
the Maass cusp forms. The only difference is the recurrence relation for the Fourier coefficients
of the holomorphic cusp form f as follows:
Lemma 6.4 Let f(τ) =
∑
n≥1 c(m)q
m ∈ Sκ−(4n−2)(SL2(Z)) be a Hecke eigenform. We have
c(p2m) = (λ2p − pκ−(4n−1))c(m)−
{
pκ−(4n−1)λpc(m/p) (p|m)
0 (p ∤ m)
,
c(p2m) = (λ2p − 2pκ−(4n−1))c(m) − p2(κ−(4n−1))c(m/p2),
where we assume p2|m for the second formula.
This follows from the well known recurrence relation of the Fourier coefficients (cf. [33, Chapitre
VII, Section 5.3, Corollaire 2]).
With this lemma and Proposition 4.9 forWFλ on G4n+2, we get the explicit formula for µ1 by
the proof similar to that of Proposition 4.13. The formula for µi with i ≥ 2 is then an immediate
consequence from Proposition 4.6.
Cuspidal representation generated by Ff
We now state the theorem quite similar to Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 6.5 Let πFf be the cuspidal representation generated by Ff and suppose that f is a
Hecke eigenform.
(1) The representation πFf is irreducible and thus has the decomposition into the restricted ten-
sor product ⊗′v≤∞πv of irreducible admissible representations πv.
(2) For v = p <∞, πp is the spherical constituent of the unramified principal series representa-
tion of Gp with the Satake parameter
diag



λ′p +
√
λ′2p − 4
2


2
, p4n, · · · , p, 1, 1, p−1, · · · , p−4n,

λ′p +
√
λ′2p − 4
2


−2 ,
where λ′p := p
−κ−(4n−1)
2 λp.
(3) For every finite prime p <∞, πp is non-tempered while π∞ is tempered.
Proof. Also for this theorem we sketch the proof since it is very similar to that of Theorem 5.4.
Let G0∞ andK0∞ be the connected component of the identity for G∞ andK∞ respectively, and let
g∞ be the Lie algebra of G∞. The right translations of Ff by G0∞ generate the anti-holomorphic
discrete series representation πκ with minimal K
0∞-type given by
K0∞ ∋ k 7→ J(k,
√−1e)−κ
as a (g∞,K0∞)-module, and it is irreducible. Given a complete set {σ} of representatives for
G∞/G0∞ ≃ K∞/K0∞, the right translations of Ff by G∞ generate an irreducible (g∞,K∞)-
module whose restriction to G0∞ is a finite direct sum of the conjugations πσκ by σs with σ
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running over the representatives. According to [18, Lemma 3.5] the archimedean component of
πF is irreducible. Since Ff is a Hecke eigenform under the assumption we see the irreducibility
of πF by [23, Theorem 3.1]. This is nothing but the first assertion. In view of Theorem 6.3 the
rest of the assertions are settled by the proof similar to (2) and (3) in Theorem 5.4. For the
third assertion we remark that the discrete series representations of semi-simple real Lie groups
are a well-known class of tempered representations.
As we deduce Corollary 5.6 from Theorem 5.4 we have the following as an immediate conse-
quence from Theorem 6.5.
Corollary 6.6 For any prime p the local p-factor Lp(πFf ,St, s) of the standard L-function for
πFf (or Ff ) is written as
Lp(πFf ,St, s) = Lp(sym
2(f), s)
8n∏
j=0
ζp(s+ j − 4n),
where Lp(sym
2(f), s) is the p-factor of the symmetric square L-function for f .
Remark 6.7 This result is essentially obtained in [35, Theorem 8.1], which expresses the stan-
dard L-functions of the Oda-Rallis-Schiffman lifts in the Jacobi form formulation in terms of
L-functions of Jacobi forms. Sugano has remarked that Lp(sym
2(f), s) is a local factor of the
L-function of some Jacobi form.
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